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Abstract: Industrial and technological processes are very difficult to manage when the quality of feed 
and product or discard are not measured with confidence. Effective control can occur when process 
analytical technologies are chosen that provide representative, precise, and timely measurements. For 
the measurement technique to be representative it must comply with the Theory of Sampling (TOS) 
and provide an equal chance of any component in the streaming material to be included in the support 
for the measurement. This generally precludes technologies that measure only the surface of materi-
als, or biased measurements stemming from a limited portion of the material only, particularly in the 
minerals processing and recycling sectors, which usually display high compositional variability. The 
location of the analytical technology should relate to the benefit being targeted and allow for enough 
reaction time to respond to the quality in some way; diverting short increments based on composition 
and decision parameters based on process impact, blending with other quality materials, or feeding 
information backwards or forwards. Feed forward options can include flow rate control, reagent con-
trol, operational process variables that impact recoveries, etc. Major benefits have been achieved in 
measuring coarse conveyed flows with high specification Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis 
(PGNAA) over short increments (thirty seconds to two minutes) for most elements, or over five to ten 
minute increments for trace elements, such as gold. PGNAA applied to conveyed flows allow the full 
flow to be measured continuously and composition averaged for each increment in real time. The use 
of penetrative and continuous moisture measurement using transmission microwaves has also 
proved effective for moisture monitoring and management. Precisions between laboratory samples of 
the flow and analysis data from analysers can be sufficient to have high confidence in resulting pro-
cess control decisions. This paper explains the benefits in more detail and includes case studies to 
highlight actual benefits derived from the application of such systems. It should be noted that sam-
pling of the materials is still required for calibration and adjustments for the process analytical tools.  

Introduction 
In order to obtain optimal efficiency gains in a process, it is imperative that process control is acting on the best quality data 
available. By measuring various properties of a process, control can be implemented based on relevant data to obtain 
improvements to the process. Measuring the quality of the feed or product and discard of a process can enable decisions 
to be made based on the measured quality and the economics of the day. For these decisions to be effective, it is critical 
that the measurements are made with confidence and thus that any process analytical technologies employed are able to 
provide results that are representative, precise, and timely for the process. Satisfying the need for measurements to be 
representative is a fundamental requirement from the Theory of Sampling (TOS), which requires that all material has an 
equal probability of influencing the measurement outcome without preference to any specific component1. This implies that 
any measurement system that preferences one aspect of the measured material, such as a surface measurement, or a 
measurement of a small part of a flow cross-section only is by definition not representative than one that is able to measure 
without bias.  

In addition to being able to make representative measurements, it is also important that measurements are made in a 
timely way to allow proper process actions to take place. It has often been seen that being able to provide representative 
analysis is traded off against being able to provide timely analysis. Sensors may be fast, but not representative; optical 
sensors are typically able to provide rapid analysis, but are a surface-only measurement technique, and are affected by 
variations in particle size and weathering, flow height variation, or even dust. By contrast, techniques such as prompt gamma 
neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) utilise radioactive interactions and are fully penetrative of the material flow, however 
being a statistical analysis technique, they require that a sufficient integration period lapses to make a confident measure-
ment2,3,4. Despite such perceptions, there have been various developments with Scantech’s GEOSCAN PGNAA analyser 
that has allowed for drastic reductions in analysis times, which has been an enabler for the GEOSCAN to be utilised as a 
tool in bulk diversion applications5,6. The use of PGNAA has been well established as providing representative and precise 
measurements of conveyed flows in a variety of industries including cement7, iron ore8, manganese9, copper10, lead zinc11, 
phosphate12, and even gold13, with the demonstration of rapid analysis providing the final demonstration of comprehensive 
effectiveness for process analytical technology to supply optimal analysis of the quality of conveyed flows of material. The 
technology has been demonstrated to lead to gains in material handling and processing and economic gains, particularly on 
highly variable or heterogeneous material flows14, 15. 
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This paper seeks to demonstrate how the use of the GEOSCAN’s PGNAA technology can lead to optimised outcomes for 
process control. A brief summary of the technology and how it works is provided, followed by examples of analysis perfor-
mance in key industries of copper and gold, where very different measurement metrics are necessary. An outline of how the 
technology can be employed to lead to economic benefits is presented, contrasted with outcomes in the case of where a 
faster but less precise measurement system is employed. An outline of future possibilities concludes the paper. 

 

PGNAA Technology 
Scantech’s GEOSCAN on belt analyser utilises prompt gamma neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) to determine the ele-
mental composition of conveyed bulk materials in real-time. Also referred to as thermal neutron capture, the technology 
utilises a californium-252 radioactive source located within the instrument below the belt to generate a flux of neutrons. 
These neutrons are then absorbed by the conveyed material as it passes through the tunnel of the GEOSCAN. The neutrons 
are captured by the nuclei of the atoms in the material flowing on the belt, and gamma-rays are instantaneously produced 
with a unique energy distribution for each element. The gamma-ray spectrum is captured by an array of high performance 
detectors located at the top of the GEOSCAN, where Scantech’s signal processing algorithms resolve the signal into a set 
of individual elemental results. 

The measurement technique is completely penetrative allowing for analysis of the full material stream, figure 1. The phys-
ics of measurement and geometry of the GEOSCAN spectrometer allow for the entire bed-depth and belt-width to be meas-
ured. It is independent of ore mineralogy, particle size, segregation or layering in the flow and belt speed, thereby allowing 
for fully representative analysis of the conveyed material. Obviously not every single atom or every element present in the 
increment of conveyed flow is measured due to limitations of the physics involved, but the many gamma emissions detected 
within each measured increment has been demonstrated to result in acceptable precisions for the purposes of the meas-
urement data and responses to it3,5,6,11,12,13,16. Radioactive decay of the source is occurring continuously, such that all ma-
terial is analysed all the time. Thus GEOSCAN measurements do not suffer from delimitation nor extraction sampling errors 
(IDE, IEE), contrary to what is often the case with other approaches, such as measuring only from the top surface of the 
moving matter, or is only interacting with a longitudinal strip, or small section, of the cross-section of the flow. Results are 
produced for a suite of elements calibrated for the specific requirements of the particular application, which can vary from 
installation to installation, and is tailored to account for variation due to changes in the belt load and material composition. 

 

 

Figure 1. Cross-section through the GEOSCAN analyser showing the components of the system illustrating why it 
delivers representative measurements. The technique is continuous, penetrative and measures elements randomly 
with a penetration depth >0.5 metres. The conveyed flow passes through the tunnel where neutrons are dispersed 
to cover the full width and depth cross section. 

Additionally, moisture measurement can be made using a through-belt moisture (TBM) analysis system. The TBM utilises 
a microwave transmission measurement technique to directly measure the moisture content of the conveyed material, and 
is typically installed alongside the GEOSCAN, therefore providing both elemental and moisture results. The TBM has un-
dergone scrutiny for use within the iron ore industry and has become widely accepted for its high level of accuracy16 in this 
and the majority of commodities in the minerals industry.  

Results from the GEOSCAN and TBM are output to the plant control system typically every two minutes in the majority of 
installations. This analysis period has been traditionally selected as it allows for sufficient time for reliable and repeatable 
results while minimising inherent randomness from radioactive decay. In the majority of cases, this analysis period is also 
fast enough to provide results that can be acted upon in downstream process control (feed-forward control) or upstream 
material management (feedback control) as required. In 2016, Scantech recognised a need to increase the speed of analysis 
so that the GEOSCAN data could be used to determine process control decisions on small material flow increments, and 
thus to enable the concept of bulk sorting based on representative and accurate analysis. Scantech undertook research to 
satisfy this requirement and has since been able to have analysis performed rapidly in as short as 30-seconds while main-
taining the repeatability statistics (precision) expected over longer integration periods. 

  

 

Case Studies 
This section aims to outline several examples in key commodities where analysis of the conveyed flow has been demon-
strated to be representative, precise and timely. The concept of bulk diversion of feed presents a useful example to demon-
strate this capability, as it necessarily requires analysis to be sufficiently fast for the process, while requiring results to be 
representative and accurate to be able to derive economic benefits.  

Scantech has had a long history with over 35 years of experience in bulk sorting17. The earliest examples involve meas-
urement in coal and diversion based on ash measurement using a flop-gate diverter, and longer analysis increment diversion 
has been implemented successfully in iron ore. In more recent times, the approach has focused on rapid analysis in base 
and precious metals commodities, with some results outlined below. It has been observed at multiple sites that high precision 
measurement provides a significant reduction in misallocation of material than lower precision measurement, even when 
the latter measurement occurs over shorter time increments. 

Base Metals 
One of the key areas of interest in bulk sorting has come from base metals commodities such as copper and nickel. Scantech 
has implemented many copper bulk diversion projects around the world, including two in Canada, two in Chile, one in Peru, 
and two in Australia, plus two projects in nickel at sites Brazil and Australia respectively. Each site has taken a different 
approach depending on local requirements, but in all cases, a similar process has been undertaken in the development of 
successful bulk diversion.  

The first steps involve successful and reliable calibration of the GEOSCAN, calibrated against samples collected and 
subsequently verified using the same method. The next step involved characterisation of the material variability by collecting 
30-second GEOSCAN analysis over a period and evaluating the variability considering the economics of diversion. From 
this study, suitable analysis periods have been selected (usually 30-seconds, but in some cases, 1 minute or 2 minutes), 
and the bulk diversion regime implemented accordingly. Customer feedback has suggested improvements in ore grade from 
10% to 30%. Paramount to this success is the GEOSCAN’s analysis performance, with figures 2 and 3 below showing 
results for copper and nickel respectively. 

 

Figure 2. GEOSCAN and laboratory results for Cu % 
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Figure 3. GEOSCAN and laboratory results for Ni % 

Precious Metals 
Recent developments in analysis capability have allowed for the direct measurement of precious metals in ore using 
PGNAA13. Due to the typically low concentration of precious metals in ore, analysis of these elements is typically required 
over longer measurement timeframes than for other elements. A longer integration time allows for adequate measurement 
statistics so that sufficient confidence in any result can be attained. This means that direct measurement of elements like 
gold, silver, and platinum cannot be used in a typical bulk diversion system, where 30-second analysis is usually required. 
However, for many sites, there are strong correlations between elements like gold or platinum and other elements that can 
be readily measured on a 30-second basis. This has formed the basis for a number of installations of bulk diversion for 
precious metals, including two in Africa, one in Canada and three in Australia where precious metals are reported by proxy 
measurement of other elements including sulphur, copper, and nickel. It should be noted that the calibration of the analyser 
and its reporting of the calculated element from the proxy is based on establishing useful correlations from laboratory data 
for each rock/ore type. The degree of correlation is therefore a limiting factor in determining the precision between calculated 
values and those derived from representative sampling and laboratory assay. Figure 4 below highlights the GEOSCAN’s 
performance in such proxy measurement for gold. Such performance is possible over a longer period of direct measurement, 
say 5 or 10 minutes, and can be observed in figure 5. 

 

Figure 4. GEOSCAN and laboratory results for Au ppm using proxy measurement  
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Figure 5. GEOSCAN and laboratory results for Au ppm using direct measurement. Laboratory results are based on 
very small sub-samples which lead to relatively high sampling variability due to the nugget effect, while GEOSCAN 
senses all the conveyed flow continuously providing an average analysis over a longer increment interval. 

Benefits of representative, precise and timely measurement 
Modelling of data based on 2,000 sequential 30-second measurements of copper in a copper-gold ore stream at a rate of 
approximately 1,200 tonnes per hour demonstrates the benefit of more precise measurement over less precise measure-
ment. The measured data from the GEOSCAN was assumed to be the actual grade data and then estimated measured 
quality was determined by randomly varying the error applied so that the average error to model the GEOSCAN measure-
ments were similar to the actual 0.03% Cu precision determined based on RMSD between analyser and laboratory data at 
the site for samples removed from the belt. The distribution of results is plotted (figure 6) and expected cut-off grade shown 
for the “actual” results and those of the modelled measured results. Increments are considered misallocated if the classifi-
cation of that increment is not consistent between actual and measured values relative to the cut-off grade. Increments that 
have a measured grade below cut-off but an actual grade above cut-off are ore misallocated as waste. Increments that have 
a measured grade above the cut-off but an actual grade below cut-off are waste misallocated as ore. 
  

 

Figure 6. Modelled actual vs modelled GEOSCAN results for %Cu based on 2,000 measurements each representing 
average copper content of each 30 seconds on a 1,200t/hr conveyed ore flow at an existing copper-gold mine 

Less precise increments were assumed to have a precision 0.05%Cu larger than the GEOSCAN precision in the modelling 
exercise. This difference may be very conservative when considering that the common techniques marketed against high 
specification PGNAA are surface analysis methods, such as x-ray fluorescence (XRF), laser-induced breakdown spectros-
copy (LIBS), hyperspectral and near-infrared (NIR), and hence results shown here should be considered as a minimum 
difference in recovered values of contained copper metal to the ore stream. Surface analysis techniques either extrapolate 
the measurement to the full volume based on some artificial intelligence applications (i.e. assumptions on grade deportment, 
particle size distribution, etcetera), or simply assume the surface of the flow is representative of the full volume (which is 
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known to be almost never the case for primary crushed conveyed rock). Conveyed flows are often seen to segregate by 
particle size through the conveying action and surface analysis techniques may effectively limit penetration to the dust 
coatings on the rocks in the analysis area. Natural heterogeneity present in the conveyed material may further vary for 
different material types as changes in the mineralogy will also affect fragmentation and hence segregation. 

When modelling measurements with a poorer precision we look to what the mining industry has been implementing to 
understand the consequences of applying various sensor technologies and resulting data quality. To assess the differences 
in outcomes between measurement precisions we model data with poorer precisions and combine results to model differ-
ences in increment size. Figure 7 effectively models the different between a shovel sized increment and a 30 second con-
veyed flow increment with respective measurement precisions based on sensing techniques applied (XRF and high speci-
fication PGNAA respectively) using a conservative difference in precisions. 
 

 

Figure 7. Each dot on the left graph represents the equivalent of a shovel load from 57 t using a best case precision 
estimate and the dots on the right are 9.55 t using a 30 second conveyed analysis period at worst case precision 
estimate. The same initial total tonnage and grade variation is used in both. 

Mining shovels (excavator buckets) used in open pit mining operations are large capacity equipment, commonly in the 50 
t to >100 t range. For the purposes of this paper, we used six increments of the measured conveyed flow to represent the 
equivalent of a shovel. Larger shovel sizes would have to be represented by a higher number of smaller increments and 
would have provided a less conservative comparison. Data in Figure 7 was used to determine the differences in expected 
copper metal recovery when decisions were based on the different estimates of the material quality. Larger increments 
measured at poorer precision than the conveyed increments using better precisions, resulted in larger proportions of waste 
misallocated as ore and ore misallocated as waste as demonstrated in Table 1. This supports the conclusion that more 
precise analysis provides better outcomes in ore and waste designation and therefore leads to improved outcomes in bulk 
ore sorting.  

   
Table 1. Modelled allocation of rejected and recovered proportions comparing a short conveyed increment to six 
times decision increment. The shorter more precise measurement recovered a net 3.5 per cent more Cu metal to 
the mill, valued at approximately USD21 million per annum (assuming a copper metal price of USD 10,000 per 
tonne). 

 30 seconds conveyor flow Bulked up to shovel bucket size  
No. of 9.55 t 
 increments 

Tonnes %Cu No. of 57 t  
increments 

Tonnes %Cu 

Waste as waste 241 2299 0.181 30 1812 0.199 
Ore as waste 28 269 0.335 22 1265 0.419 
Total to waste 269 2569 0.197 52 3077 0.290 
% Reject  13.4%   16.1%  
       
Ore as ore 1699 16 227 0.691 275 15 647 0.692 
Waste as ore 32 303 0.275 6 354 0.210 
Total sent to mill 1731 16 529 0.683 281 16 001 0.681 
% Recovery  86.6%   83.9%  
% Cu metal to mill   95.8%   92.3% 

 
To test that the misallocation was simply not due to the larger increment size being considered less selective, the modelling 

was repeated using a comparison of smaller increment size (representing 10 second measurements) at a poorer measure-
ment precision compared with the 30 second analysis increment at better precision. Results are summarised in Table 2. 
Again the more precise measurement provided the better outcome primarily because increments covering a larger overall 
tonnage were correctly allocated. 
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TABLE 2. Modelled allocation of rejected and recovered proportions comparing a short conveyed increment to 
increments one third of the size. The more precise measurement (despite being a larger increment) recovered a net 
2.5 per cent more Cu metal to the mill, valued at approximately USD15 million per annum. 

 30 seconds conveyor flow 10 seconds conveyor flow  
No. of 9.5 t in-

crements 
Tonnes %Cu No. of 3.2 t in-

crements 
Tonnes %Cu 

Waste as waste 210 2009 0.187 617 1976 0.175 
Ore as waste 35 333 0.325 333 1067 0.414 
Total to waste 245 2342 0.207 950 3043 0.259 
% Reject  12.3%   15.9%  
       
Ore as ore 1727 16 494 0.681 4822 15 429 0.704 
Waste as ore 25 242 0.271 196 626 0.246 
Total sent to mill 1753 16 736 0.675 5018 16 055 0.686 
% Recovery  87.7%   84.1%  
% Cu metal to mill   95.8%   93.3% 

 
Comparison of more precise analysis results with less precise results demonstrate that the less precise measurements 

result in higher proportions of ore and waste misallocations than for more precisely measured increments irrespective of 
increment size18.  

It can be concluded that more precise, representative and timely measurement will result in greater confidence in decisions 
when appropriate to the context in which decisions are required. The benefits are seen in many of the bulk sensing and 
diversion (bulk ore sorting) applications in which such analysers have been supplied. Furthermore, as a process analytical 
technology these systems provide high levels of confidence in any decision-making based on the measurement data. Op-
erators at mine sites can, and do depend on the real time measurement data to monitor conveyed material quality and are 
prompt to respond when corrective actions are needed. These can include ore blending control, additive proportioning, feed 
forward to downstream operations to improve process performance including metal recovery, and automating responses 
where needed. 

The measurement data can be confidently used for feedback to mining operations, ore reconciliation and metal accounting 
as it is considered by metallurgical and process engineers to be the most objective and representative analysis of the con-
veyed flows taking material from the mining operations and feeding their processes. Geologists and mining engineers have 
also become comfortable with the quality of the measurement data which minimises their dependency on sampling faces, 
stockpiles and conveyed flows that are difficult to sample safely, easily or representatively.  

Moisture measurement is used in dry tonnage determination for metal accounting and ore reconciliation, dust manage-
ment, transportable moisture limit (TML) monitoring during ship loading, dryer and filter control loops, and alarming when 
moisture levels in sticky material are elevated and correspond with materials handling system blockages. At a major USA 
gold operation with dry tonnage processing licence limit, the introduction of a moisture analyser has resulted in a 3 percent 
increase in ore feed, equivalent to USD 75 million per year of contained gold value able to be processed. They had previously 
over-estimated their feed moisture content and had therefore limited their throughput. 

Further applications of these measurement technologies can include: 
 automating grade control particularly for in-pit crushing and conveying operations (IPCC) where ore and waste can 

be diverted and separately conveyed from the pit,  
 operational geometallurgy where ore type and waste type characterisation can be used in conjunction with digital 

twins to optimise process performance in real time, where ore hardness can be used in managing grinding mill feed 
rate, and deleterious and acid-consuming content used to adjust reagent control, 

 separation of clean waste from acid generating waste to better utilise mining waste and improve environmental 
management. 

Conclusion 
This paper discussed how representative analysis of conveyed flows can be implemented utilising Scantech’s GEOSCAN 
PGNAA analyser. An explanation of the analysis technique was provided, together with case studies that have demonstrated 
the performance of the equipment in a range of commodities. An exploration of the benefits of representative analysis using 
such a methodology has been provided, together with a comparison to a less accurate and less precise measurement 
system that utilises alternative and less representative measurements. Even with conservative assumptions on the perfor-
mance differences expected with less representative analysis, the economic benefits are seen to be significant. The paper 
summarises the benefits that can be gained by using representative analysis for near real-time measurement of conveyed 
flows. 
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